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Salt meadows are dynamic terrestrial grasslands fringing low wave-energy Plant data from 27 salt meadows thrSalt meadows are dynamic terrestrial grasslands fringing low wave energy 
coast lines. They are protected by law due to their unique flora and fauna.
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Elevation Model (DEM) Linear and qsalinity[ ]. In response to a future sea-level rise a landward migration of 

these communities is likely Nevertheless migration will be limited upwards
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as the upper boundaries of the meadows typically comprise dikes or farm
statistical models relating dominance
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lands acting as artificial barriers Consequently the area between the
tolerant species to elevation above s
were developed Using current and flands, acting as artificial barriers. Consequently, the area between the 

barrier and the sea including the salt meadows will shrink a phenomenon
were developed. Using current and f
sea level rise (SLR) scenarios thesebarrier and the sea including the salt meadows will shrink, a phenomenon 

called coastal squeezing (Fig 1) The salt meadow zones are known to
sea-level-rise (SLR) scenarios these
were integrated using GIS to visualizcalled coastal squeezing (Fig. 1). The salt-meadow zones are known to 

span approximately 15 cm vertically[5] emphasizing the need for very fine
were integrated using GIS to visualiz
quantify current and future salt meadspan approximately 15 cm vertically[5] emphasizing the need for very fine 

resolution high accuracy topographic data covering all Denmark in the
quantify current and future salt-mead
community structure We used five Sresolution high accuracy topographic data covering all Denmark in the 

analysis of this habitat The aim of this study was to investigate the
community structure. We used five S
scenarios based on the A2 and the Aanalysis of this habitat. The aim of this study was to investigate the 

consequences of coastal squeezing on Danish salt meadows
scenarios based on the A2 and the A
change scenarios[1] (Fig 2)consequences of coastal squeezing on Danish salt meadows. change scenarios[1] (Fig 2).
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